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What is it?
For our final project, we wanted to create game that the other groups could
participate in. Building off Ryan’s mid-term project involving a musical tree map, we
discussed many ideas for a game before settling on one that resembles Jeopardy. The
game is meant to test the music knowledge of the class in a variety of genres, including
pop, rap, rock, and electronic-dance music.

How it works?
The interface of our project is the jeopardy board. We used an analog/digital
converter to interpret the signal when the circuit is complete. The signal is received in a
Max patch as a keystroke – W, A, S, D, F, G, < & >. Each keystroke triggers one of the
videos to start, playing a snippet of each music video but being certain not to give away
the song too easily.

How to use it?
To use our system, make sure the Max patch is running and the videos are located
in the appropriate media folder where they can be found – on Ryan’s computer this is
already done. Attach the USB wire from the analog/digital converter to the computer,
and secure all cables from the interface to the analog/digital converter, making sure they
are placed in the correct spot. Now that the system is in place, complete the circuit by
holding on the ‘ground’ and pressing on one of the Jeopardy places.

Who did what?
Along with developing our group’s idea…

1) Ian – built systems diagram, found videos to use
2) Ryan – built Max patch, found videos to use, wrote documentation
3) Cen – edited and trimmed all videos and media
4) Mengqian – built interface including connections and analog/digital
converter

